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The Soviet Union emerged from the Russian Civil War united under

Lenin's Bolshevik Party but facing immense problems of reconstructing

national institutions to fit a socialist mold. As the nation formulated

economic policies to prevent economic collapse (the New Economic Policy)

and political program to consolidate its power, it also addressed the

critical question of national security, specifically a program of

military reconstruction to establish a military instrument to serve the

socialist nation and guarantee Its future survival. While Commissar of

War, M. V. Frunze, articulated a basic program for a new *Unified

Xilitary Doctrine," other military theorists began what would become a

Soviet penchant for the study of future war. Their intent was to

fashion an effective modern military force and a conceptual framework

within which it could operate.

During the 1920s military necessity prompted the Soviets to define a

new theoretical realm within military science, which they termed

Ooperational art.' During that decade a host of Soviet military

theoreticians and practitioners of war pondered questions arising from

First Vorld War and Russian Civil Var combat experience. In the Vest,

many theoreticians were also addressing the same questions. First and

foremost among those questions was how to break the tactical stalemate

of positional war, which had produced on the Western Front four years of

bloody attrition war devoid of major operational successes. European

prewar military theorists had postulated that strategic victory could be
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achieved by winning one grand victory early in war. Further, they

believed that wholesale initial tactical successes could produce rapid

strategic victory.

The events of 1914 to 1918 proved that belief to be false. The

crushing weight of firepower facing First Vorld Var armies inhibited

mobility and denied the participants strategic success until they

succumbed to the exhaustion produced by a war of attrition. The

Soviets, however, experienced a different phenomenon in their Civil Var.

During that three-year struggle, the vast spaces of, Russia and the

paucity of both forces and heavy weaponry favored mobile operations in

stark contrast to what had occurred in the European Vorld Var.

During the early 1920s, the Soviets analyzed their World Var and

Civil Var combat experiences and concluded that the complexity of modern

war had altered the meaning of the older definitions regarding levels of

war.' They reasoned that the planning and conduct of tactical

operations could no longer produce strategic success in war. In the

future, an intermediate level was required--a level of war the Soviets

cam to call operational. They concluded that only cumulative

operational success achieved by successive operations could produce

overall strategic victory.

This view emserged by 1924 from the minds and pens of many theorists,

but it was the ex-Tsarist officer, A. A. Svechin, who gave i't clearest

definition in his 1927 book PriataylA (Strategy]. Svechin wrote,

Iformally the path to.final Estrategic] aims is broken up into a series

of operations subdivided by time and by more or less sizeable pauses,
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comprising differing sectors of a theater of war and differing sharply

as a consequence of different intermediate aims.02 Vithin the context

of these successive operations, Svechin defined the operation as *that

act of war during which combating forces, without interruption, are

directed into a distinct region of the theater of military operations to

achieve a distinct intermediate aim.03 Looking at the lower end of the

spectrum of combat, Svechin concluded, 0Operational art, arising from

the aim of the operations, generates a series of tactical missions.'"

Thus a coherent structure emerged governing the conduct of war--*Tactics

makes the steps from which operational leaps are assembled, strategy

points out the path.** Svechin's practical definition was a

comprehensive one which has withstood the test of time, since current

Soviet definitions closely resemble it.

Once the Soviets accepted the validity and importance of operational

art as a means to achieve strategic victory, they were confronted with

another dilema, of devising methods and forces to conduct operational

maneuver. This requirement posed distinct problems for the Red Army of

the 1920s and prevented the Soviets from developing a mature operational

capability overnight. The Red Army of the 1920s was a "foot and hoof"

army of infantry and cavalry forces which lacked the mblity,

firepower, and durability to conduct sustained deep operational

maneuver'.

Between 1929 and 1936 Soviet military theorists worked out the

theoretical basis of, first, a tactical concept of deep battle zgIhokil.

bW and, then, an operational concept of deep operations CjI.bnkxAa
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gloaratgl&a. Parallel to this theoretical work, the forced

industrialization of the Soviet economy began to produce weaponry and

equipment necessary to create a Red Army force structure capable of

conducting operational maneuver--namely a mechanized and armored force.'

The ensuing motor-mechanization program of the Red Army propelled Soviet

military concepts and forces into a new technological age.

Soviet military strategists in the 1920s, derived from the

experiences of the First World War and the Civil War, concluded that

future war would begin with extensive maneuver operations, it would

occur over vast regions, and it would consume huge economic and human

resources. S. S. Kamenev, Red Army cummnder from 1919 to 1924, wrote:

in spite of all victorious fights before the battle,
the fate of the campaign will be decided in the very
last battle-interim defeats will be individual
episodes.... In the warfare of large modern armies,
defeat of the enemy results from the sun of continuous
and planned victories on all fronts, successfully
completed one after another and interconnected ih
tis.

Kamonev rejected the possibility of using a grand strategic stroke

to win quick victory In war (such as the Schlieffen Plan). Instead, he

argued, "the uninterrupted conduct of operations is the main condition

for victory.0 I. 1. Tukhachavoky, drawing upon his experiences along

the Vistula in 1920, concluded that *the impossibility, on a modern

broad front, of destroying the enemy army by one blow forces the
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achievement of that end by a series of successive operations.'- V. K.

Triandafillov, in his 1929 work, I a a l L No

Arm la, echoed and further developed Tukhachevsky's view of future war

and concluded that only successive operations over a month's time to a

depth of 150 to 200 kilometers could produce victory. Triandafillov

introduced the concept of using tanks supported by air forces to effect

penetration of the tactical enemy defense and extend the offensive into

the operational depth.*

By 1929 the theory (but not yet the practice) of successive

operations was fully developed. The front, as a strategic entity, would

accomplish missions assigned by the High Command. It would unite all

forces in a theater of military operations and would attack along

several operational directions to achieve overall strategic aims. The

width of a frgn±.L& offensive zone was 300 to 400 kilometers, and its

depth of operations was 200 kilowmters. 10 This view of strategic

operations persisted into the 1930s and forced Soviet military theorists

to seek an answer to the question of how to implement Triandafillov's

views and escape the specter of attrition warfare. The emergence of a

new level of war-the operational level--seemed to provide the tentative

theoretical answer.

The tendency in the 1920s to conceive of successive operations as

the focal point for operational art resulted from the state of

technology within the Soviet Union In general, and the equipment

pocessed by the led Army in particular. Industrial backwardness and the

lack of a well-developed araments industry dictated that the Soviets
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rely on infantry, artillery, and horse cavalry to conduct operations.

Hence, an optimistic view postulated that a front could attack in a 300

to 400-kilometer section to a depth of 200 kilometers, while an army,

the basic operational large unit designated to operate as part of a

front or on a separate operational direction, could attack in a sector

from 50. to 80 kilometers wide to a depth of 25 to 30 kilometers. It

could also conduct a series of consecutive operations as part of a front

offensive. Each operation would last for 5 to 6 days and would entail a

relatively slow rate of advance of 5 to 6 kilometers per day. Already,

by 1929 the Soviets planned to increase that rate of advance to 25 to 30

kilometers per day by following Triandafillov's recommendations to

introduce tanks and mechanized vehicles into the force structure.''

The 1929 a l4 Bagula.in. £ €niaiy Untay], which declared that

future war would be one of maneuver, developed the theory of successive

operations a step further by injecting the idea of motorization and

mechanization into concepts for future offensive operations. 12 The

Utay enunciated the aim of conducting deep battle ES 1.L ok±.bWJ to

achieve success in penetrating the tactical depth of enemy defenses by

the siaultaneous use of iulantr7 support tanks and long-range action

tanks cooperating with infantry, artillery, and aviation forces. This

would also produce a capability to conduct more rapid operations. In

1929 deep battle was but a promise whose realization depended on

economic reform and Industrialization. Noreover, deep battle was only

a tactical concept.
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Soviet pre-deep battle tactics of the 1920s were governed by a

series of new regulations Issued between 1925 and 1928, the provisions

of which iere derived from World Var and Civil War experiences, with due

consideration given to advances in weaponry. The regulations emphasized

maneuver, the meeting engagement, attack on a defending enemy, and

defense. Group tactics of the later Civil Var years persisted whereby

combat formations were organized into groups of subunits echeloned in

depth instead of in skirmish lines. These groups would penetrate the

enemy defense in separate sectors and then merge into a common battle

front.

General tactics emphasized the combined-arms nature of battle. The

InfantrX Cnba± RAatILa±OD =927 and the P RAgulatio n.i 192i

prescribed that offensive infantry combat formations consist of a shock

group (2/3 of the force) operating on the main direction of attack, and

a holding group (1/3 of the force) deployed on a secondary direction. A

reserve (of up to 1i9th of the force) was to accomplish unanticipated

sissios, and firing groups of artillery would provide support. On the

defense the first echelon consisted of the holding group (2/3 of the

force) and the shock group or groups deployed in the depths (in second

echelon) with the task of counterattacking and destroying penetrating

enemy units.

Rudimentary tactics for the use of the fledging armored forces first

appeared in the 1928 En al. ilenl±na L= tht h 22bat UEL Q±

LAnkm and were reprinted in the 1929 Ual.i.12 Initially, tanks, in

conjunction with artillery, would only provide support for infantry.
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Direct support tanks (1 to 3 platoons) would be assigned to rifle

battalions. Forward echelon tanks (a freely maneuvering group of 1 to 2

tank companies) would fight independently in tactical contact with each-

first echelon rifle regiment (out of fire and visual contact) in order

to suppress or destroy enemy artillery, forward enemy reserves, command

posts, communications centers, or other objectives. Infantry attacking

with armor support could advance without prior conduct of an artillery

preparation. Tank reserves of the division commander, if available,

would operate as a separate echelon of long-range action tanks to

develop success into the tactical depths or to replace depleted infantry

support tank units. These rudimentary tank tactics would soon improve,

and the integration of armor into combined arms formations would

accelerate in the 1930s as industrialization swept across the Soviet

Union.

Vhile these ideological and military theoretical questions were

being debated, Frunze and others reorganized the structure of the Red

Army to suit the realities of the 1920s.- Between 1921 and 1923

demobilization reduced Red Army strength from 5.5 million to 562,000

man, and the cumbersome army force structure of the Civil War years was

streamlined. The Soviets abolished field armies, leaving rifle and

cavalry corps as the largest peacetime formations, and created new

smaller rifle and cavalry divisions, subdivided first into brigades and

later into regiments. In 1924-1925 Frunze implemented a

territorial/cadre system for the Red Army. He established common TOEs

for cadre and territorial rifle divisions, which were manned at several
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distinct levels of peacetime strength but mobilizable into full

divisions in the event of war. Reflecting Frunze's concern for

readiness and aneuver, the bulk of cavalry divisions were kept at full

strength.','

During the 1920s the Soviets experimented with mechanized force by

forming a small tank detachment at Moscow in 1922 and a single tank

regiment (the 3d) at Moscow in 1924. After experimenting with a

battalion structure in 1925, in 1927 the Soviets returned to a

regimental structure.",5 These experiments were severely inhibited by

the lack of a tank construction industry. Since the tank was the

essential ingredient in the implementation of "deep battle" tactics, it

was understandable that tank production received high priority in the

new Five-Year Plan, which was drafted in 1928 as the heart of Stalin's

"New Socialist Offensive."
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Although Soviet military strategy in the thirties was based upon the

assumptions of the twenties, it was increasingly affected by the

industrial and technological revolution occurring within the Soviet

Union and by looming threats from hostile powers abroad. Soviet

strategists argued that the class character of war would result in

Implacable and decisive future military combat, and that war would

ultimately pit the Soviet Union against a coalition of imperialist

nations. Long and bitter war would require the consecutive defeat of

the Soviet Union's enemies, the use of large strategic reserves, resort

to mady means and forms of armed combat, and the conduct of large scale

mobile combat operations. War would require the achievement of decisive

aims, including the complete destruction of the enemy on his territory.

Quite naturally, the Soviets considered the offensive as the most

decisive and fruitful form of strategic operation.

The strategic offensive would take the form of simultaneous or

successive frant operations conducted by closely cooperating combined-

arm forces.1" The ground forces would play a decisive role, especially

the newly emrging motor-mechanized units. Air forces would support all

types of ground force operations and could perform independent air

operations as well, while naval forces would cooperate on coastal

directions Caxes. The theories of deep battle C ubok±i h 1 and deep

operations Ecg..uhnkla g]aratult] were particularly important to Soviet

military strategy in the 1930s, in part because, at least until 1940, it
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focused Soviet attention on the offensive to the detriment of defensive

concerns. Soviet strategists considered the defense a valid form of

military operation and emphasized activity Eacting±' and the use of

counteroffensives. Much attention was devoted to the nature of the

initial period of war and the requirements of strategic leadership in

wartime. The Soviets recognized that a surprise attack by hostile

powers was possible. In this regard, they believed that, unlike the

practices of earlier wars, forces of the covering echelons (on the

borders) could undertake an offensive of their own against the enemy

before the completion of main force strategic deployments or undertake

defensive measures to cover the main force deployment. By the Soviets'

own admission, military strategy:

did not devote adequate attention to the development of
defensive operations on a strategic scale...questions
of repelling an unexpected attack by previously
fully-mobilized enemy forces as well as the overall
problem of the initial period of war under changing
conditions were not properly worked out. Not all of
the correct theoretical principles worked out by Soviet
military science with respect to military strategy were
promptly taken into account in the practical work or
included in regulations."

This was an easy admission, considering what happened in 1941.

Operational art, developed as a level of war in the 1920s, blossomed

into the most creative area of Soviet military art in the 1930s, largely

due to technological and industrial developments and the theoretical

work of a host of Imaginative military theorists. The impact of new

weaponry, first felt in the tactical realm, by the mid-thirties affected
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the operational level. In essence the promise of the 1929 Field

RagiAt1mg to achieve deep battle was realized.

The most important aspect of Soviet military science in the 1930s

was the full development of the concept of deep battle and the emergence

of the concept of deep operations. The deep operation, a form of combat

action conducted by operational large units:

consisted of simultaneous attacks on the enemy defense
with all means of attack to the entire depth of the
defense; a penetration of the tactical defense zone on
selected directions and subsequent decisive development
of tactical success into operational success by means
of introducing into battle an echelon to develop
success (tanks, motorized infantry, cavalry) and the
landing of air assaults to achieve rapidly the desired
aims.10

The theory of deep operations represented a qualitative Jump in the

development of operational art, and it offered a total escape from the

impasse of World War I positional warfare. Its implementation depended

entirely on the Soviet ability to construct a viable armored and

mechanized force.

The theory of deep operations evolved out of the earlier theory of

deep battle, which Tukhachevsky, Triandaftillov, A. I. Egorov and others

had formulated at the end of the 1920s. These theorists concluded that

the appearance of new weapons (long-range artillery, tanks, aircraft)

and types of forces (tank, air assault, mechanized) would permit

creation of more maneuverable form of combat and ease the problem of

penetrating a tactical defense. Early experimentation with deep battle

techniques occurred during exercises in the Volga, Kiev, and Belorussian

iilitary Districts. As a result, in February 1933 the Red Army gave
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official sanction to deep battle in its Poiinal Ingtructia" on ti.e-

Drg ±zat±ng gL DAg,. DAZt 1 . New and more explicit instructions

appeared in Xarch 1935, and the Fial4 Regul a±±n.E Pazni. Uatay3 of 1936

made deep battle, as well as larger-scale deep operations, established

tenets of Soviet military art. Vhile deep battle embraced the tactical

level; that is combat by forces within an army, deep operations focused

on operational-level combat involving iran±. and armies alike.

The theoretical basis of deep operations, field tested in military

exercises in the mid-thirties, was established by 1936 and described in

the Ragulainn. of that year as:

simultaneous assault on enemy defenses by aviation and
artillery to the depths of the defense, penetration of
the tactical zone of the defense by attacking units
rith widespread use of tank forces, and violent
development of tactical success Into operational
success with the aim of the complete encirclement and
destruction of the enemy. The main role is performed
by the infantry and the mutual support of all types of
forces are organized in its interests.ao

The heart of deep operations involved the use of an operational

formation consisting of: an attack echelon; an echelon to develop

success (a mobile group); reserves; aviation forces; and air assault

forces, all designated to achieve tactical and operational success.

Deep operations could be conducted by a single Lrnat or (according to

views of the late thirties) by several JrQn±s supported by large

aviation forces. By this time the Soviets considered a frnnf to be an

operational-strategic large unit (earlier it had been considered only a

strategic large unit).
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In theory, frnntm conducted the largest-scale deep operations by

employing successive army operations to penetrate enemy defenses along

converging directions in order to encircle and destroy enemy main

forces. Successful penetration of an enemy defense required

considerable overall superiority in forces and creation of high force

densities in penetration sectors. Development of the offensive into the

operational depths required use of mechanized and cavalry corps, front

reserves, and air assault landings in the enemy rear. To conduct deep

operations, a front had to consist of:

3-4 shock armies
1-2 standard armies
1-2 mechanized, tank or cavalry corps
15-30 aviation divisions.2'

Eznn.a attacked in 250 to 300 kilometer sectors against objectives

at a depth of 150 to 250 kilometers and delivered the main attack in 80

to 80 kilometer sectors. This produced force densities of one division

per 2 to 2.5 kilometers, 40 to 100 guns per 1 kilometer of front and 50

to 100 tanks per I kilometer of front. kr±. operations lasted 15 to 20

days with an average tempo of advance of 10 to 15 kilometers per day for

infantry and 40 to 50 kilometers per day for mobile forces.22 Within

the front the attack echelon consisted of strong shock and combined-arms

armies, and the echelon to develop success was composed of mobile groups

formed froa tank, mechanized and cavalry corps. Aviation groups and

reserves supported each fran±.

Armies, as operational large units, operated either within a front

or independently along a separate operational direction. Armies
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participating in deep operations on fro. main attack directions

consisted of:

4-5 rifle corps.
1-2 mechanized or cavalry corps
7-9 artillery regiments
7-8 air defense artillery battalions
2-3 aviation divisions (in support).23

The army attack echelon, consisting of rifle corps reinforced by tanks

and artillery, advanced in a 50 to 80 kilometer sector with its main

strength concentrated in a 20 to 30 kilometer penetration sector. It

was to penetrate the enemy tactical defenses to a depth of 25 to 30

kilometers. The exploitation echelon (echelon to develop success], an

army mobile group of several mechanized or cavalry corps, completed the

penetration of the enemy's tactical defense or attacked after

penetration of the enemy's second defense belt and exploited tactical

success into the operational depths from 70 to 100 kilometers.2' The

Soviets exercised deep operation concepts during maneuvers in the Kiev,

Belorussian, Nds'.ow, and Odessa Nilitary Districts in the mid-thirties.

Theoretical work on operational-level defense focused on the

preparation and conduct of army defensive operations. An army could

defend in a sector of from 80 to 100 kilometers to a depth of 60

kilometers.2 However, as was the case with the strategic defense,

prior to 1940 Soviet fixation on the offensive caused too little

attention to be paid to Lrqn± defensive operations, a deficiency evident

in 1941.

The theory of deep battle, which was worked out in 1929, before the

development of the theory of deep operations, was the tactical
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counterpart of that broader operational theory. By 1936 the tactical

concept was close to realization, while deep operations still existed

only in theory. Deep battle, as envisioned in the 1936 IngultaIna,

involved the creation of shock group., holding group., reserves, and

artillery groups in the combat formation of corps, divisions, and

regiments. Rifle corps' shock groups sought to penetrate the enemy

defense to the average depth of the enemy's tactical defense (10 to 12

kilometers). Rifle corps operating on the main attack axis in the army

first echelon advanced in an 18- to 20-kilometer sector and rifle

divisions in a 5- to 7-kilometer sector (with the divisions' shock group

deployed in a 3- to 3.5-kilometer sectors).2'

Tactical defense in the early thirties, like'that of the late

twenties, involved the use of covering groups and shock groups. The

tactical defense zone consisted of an engineer-chemical obstacle belt 10

to 15 kilometers deep, a combat security belt 1 to 3 kilometers from the

forward edge of the main defensive belt, a main defensive belt 6

kilometers deep, and a rear defensive belt 12 to 15 kilometers from the

forward edge of the main defensive belt. Rifle divisions defended in 8

to 12 kilometer sectors and rifle regimnts in 3- to 5-kilometer

sectors.

Tanks, subdivided into three groups, played a significant role in

the conduct of deep battle. Immadiate infantry support tanks C(PP-

sainrodgityanngl Pdarzh1r1 pa kht±.1, long-range support tanks EDPP-

dA.LAn 11.efnlrzzhki. pakhotat, and long-range action tanks CDD-dAj.Llg

daia±.x±Al attacked in advance of and with the infantry, fired on enemy
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artillery and tanks, and accompanied the advance through the tactical

depth of the defense, respectively. According to the original concept

of 1936, long-range action tanks could attack in advance of the infantry

to begin the penetration. Once the penetration had been completed or

when in action against a hasty defense, the exploitation echelon (mobile

group) advanced before main forces had completed the tactical

penetration. Artillery groups for infantry support (PP-gdie.rhk.

qakhntX , formed in each first echelon rifle regiment, long-range

artillery groups CDD-da1..agn gda±.tl.±a, established in each first

echelon rifle division of corps, and, in some instances, artillery

destruction groups EAR-artlilibril raz2runhonia., created in corps,

provided continuous fire support for the attack.27

Rapid industrialization of the Soviet Union, the creation of

burgeoning armaments industry, and the renaissance in military thought,

personified by the development of the offensive theories of deep battle

and deep operations, wrought major changes in the size and nature of the

Soviet force structure. Throughout the 1930s the Soviet armed forces

increased in size from 582,000 men to 1.4 million men.20 After the mid-

thirties the Soviets moved away from the cadre/territorial manning

system toward the maintenance of a large regular peacetime army, so that

by the late thirties the bulk of Red Army units were regular ones.

Older, established units in the force structure (rifle corps and

divisions, and cavalry corps and divisions) increased in personnel

strength and weaponry, but, more important, the Soviets created new

mobile units necessary to conduct deep operations.
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The Soviets formed a wide variety of new tank and mechanized forces

to provide the offensive punch necessary to penetrate enemy tactical

defenses and thrust deep into the enemy's operational rear area. After

experimenting with tank battalions and regiments in the late twenties,

in ay 1930 the Soviets created their first mechanized brigade,

consisting of 60 tanks and 32 tankettes (tankettes were light tanks

armed with heavy machine guns). The following year they established

their first mechanized corps organized with two mechanized tank

brigades, a rifle-machine gune brigade, and a total of 490 tanks. By

1936 Soviet mechanized forces numbered four mechanized corps and six

mechanized brigades for use as operational-level mobile groups plus six

separate tank regiments, fifteen mechanized regiments (in cavalry

divisions) and eighty-three tank battalions or companies (in rifle

divisions). Thus, by 1936 the Soviets had created mechanized and tank

units to support infantry in the tactical penetration battle, to

spearhead deep operations, and to cooperate with cavalry. These units

were equipped with T-26, BT-5, T-28, T-35, and T-37 tanks, which were

armed with guns of up to 76-mu but lacked radios necessary for smooth

coordination of operations."

The Soviets also developed and tested air assault units. By the

mid-th rties they had fielded three airborne brigades and three airborne

r egiments to cooperate with exploiting Soviet ground forces. Elsewhere

in the force structure, artillery, air defense, antitank, and other

units were formed and equipped with modern weaponry to permit then to

support the new operational concepts. Similar development occurred in
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the field of aviation as the Soviets fielded a new generation of bombers

and fighters.

The vigorous theoretical and practical progress the Red Army made

between 1929 and 1936 Increased its combat capability and contributed to

a more offensive posture by the nation in general. This was done during

a time of crises both in the Vest and in the East, where Fascist and

Japanese militarism threatened to tear apart the fabric of capitalist

society. The renaissance in Soviet military thought and force

capability, if left to develop unimpeded, portended a more active

offensive posture by the Soviet Union in world affairs, a stance already

presaged by Soviet encouragement of Opopular fronts" to resist the force

of Fascism and assist in the spread of Socialism. Ironically, however,

Soviet military progress was hampered by events occurring within the

Soviet Union, events which strangled the renaissance and reduced Soviet

military capabilities at a time when she most needed them.
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IasAz QL Grime-i A~g Indiaiio

Abruptly in 1937 Stalin lashed out at the only remaining segment of

Soviet society capable of challenging his power--the military. In a fit

of paranoia, Stalin extended his purges and, without benefit of the show

trials and legal niceties characterizing his earlier purges, he

sumarily arrested, shot, or incarcerated the bulk of the Soviet officer

corps on the charge of high treason.*, The purge of the military

liquidated the generation of officers who had given definition to Soviet

strategy, operational art, and tactics, who had formulated the concepts

of deep battle and deep operations, and who had orchestrated the

reconstruction of the Soviet armed forces. Tukhachevsky, Egorov,

Kamenev, Uborovich, Svechin, and a host of others, the cream of the crop

of innovative military theorists, were purged and killed. Inevitably,

their ideas and theories fell under a shadow. Those officers who

survived the purges were junior, generally orthodox, or reluctant for

obvious reasons to embrace vocally the ideas of their fallen

predecessors.

As the shadows of tha Second Vorld War spread over Europe, the price

the Soviet Union and its military had paid in the purges slowly became

apparent. While Soviet military theorists still pondered the nature of

modern war, their analysis was thin, and the results of their study were

acted upon too slowly. Assessment of the experiences of Soviet tank

specialists in the Spanish Civil War cast doubt on the feasibility of

using large tank units in combat because of the difficulty in
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controlling thea and because of their vulnerability to artillery fire.

Soviet occupation of eastern Poland in September 1939 highlighted the

comand and control and logistical difficulties involved In employing

large motor-mechanized forces. The 15th and 25th Tank Corps, which

participated in that operation, suffered greatly from mechanical

breakdown and logistical shortages.3' G. K. Zhukov's successful use of

tank forces against the Japanese on the Khalkhin-Gol (river] in August

1939 received attention--not for the successful employment of armor--but

rather for the excessive amount of time required to crush the stubborn

Japanese resistance. Moreover, Zhukov employed multiple small tank

brigades and armored brigades rather than the larger corps.7 1 All of

these factors led to a lovember 1939 Soviet decision to disband the tank

corps.

To a degree, this Soviet confusion in the military realm reflected

similar confusion in the political realm. The policy decision to

abandon support of popular fronts and to sign nonaggression pacts with

the mot threatening of capitalist powers, Germany and Japan, was

paralleled by the lack of Soviet study of the nature of the initial

period of war, specifically, the likelihood of withstanding and

repelling a surprise attack. Alter 1939 the Soviets would have but two

years to establish defensive plans and a force structure to carry them

out. Soviet unpreparedness in June 1941, in the face of a clear and

impending threat, resulted from Soviet failure to respond adequately to

strategic dilemmas--a failure since 1956 attributed directly to Stalin.
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Soviet analysis of their experiences in the Spanish Civil Var and

the Soviet-Finnish Var of 1939-1940, together with study of earlier

experiences, produced minor changes in operational art and tactics.

Soviet forces performed dismally in initial offensive operations during

the Finnish war. Offensive preparations were poor, coordination of

forces weak, and command and control ineffective. Consequently, the

first offensive failure was a major embarrassment. Only after more

extensive mobilization and intensive preparations were Finnish defenses

crushed.

This experience further discredited the tank forces, which had

played a limited and largely ineffective role in the war. It also led

to adjustments in Soviet operational techniques, which were subsequently

incorporated into the 1941 EA£1d Ragla~tnA'. The wartime difficulties

the Soviets experienced in penetrating deep, well-equipped defenses

prompted the Soviets to increase force concentrations and create higher

densities of supporting artillery. Consequently, the width of a

projected fr. nt. offensive decreased somewhat as did the planned depth of

operations. The fra±. penetration sector decreased, but the army

offensive sector and penetration-sectors remined as they had been.

Truncation of the frnn offensive sector improved concentration of

forces and increased the projected depth of army operations to 100

kilometers. However, the advance was to be achieved by using infantry,

artillery, and infantry support tanks rather than large combined-arm

mechanized units. Exploitation echelons (mobile groups) would perform
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deep missions only after the full tactical depth of the defense had been

penetrated.32

Tactics also changed in response to the experiences of the late

thirties. Analysis of Spanish Civil Var and Soviet-Finnish Var

offensive experiences indicated that holding (covering) groups tended to

become passive and, consequently, did not actively contribute to the

success of battle. The effectiveness of long-range action tanks was

also limited. Therefore, the 1941 EieL Rggula±±nn organized rifle

corps, divisions, and regiments into combat echelons, artillery groups,

tank support groups, and reserves (general, tank, antitank). The rifle

corps formed in single echelon while rifle divisions, regiments, and

battalions deployed in two or three echelons. The three existing types

of artillery groups (P, DD, and AR) were supplemented by antitank and

antiaircraft groups, and a single infantry support tank group (TP-tankl

pMk&rzhki pgkhnt.c) was created in each rifle division to replace the

existing three tank groups. The offensive frontage of a rifle corps

decreased to 8 to 12 kilometers and that of a rifle division to 3.5 to

4.5 kilometers. The depth of rifle corps and division missions

increased to 20 kilometers, a result of greater concentration of combat

force in narrower attack sectors. (Rifle corps and division immediate

Mission. were 8 kilometers and subsequent missions 20 kilometers). 2

These changes, however, did not alleviate persistent comand and control

problem.

In 1941 the Soviets abandoned the use of shock and holding groups on

the defense and instead constructed tactical defenses on the basis of
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combat echelons, artillery groups, and reserves. The growth in power of

potential enemy offensive forces caused the rifle division defensive

sector to decrease to 6 to 10 kilometers. On the eve of the German

invasion, the tactical defense zone included a security belt, combat

security positions, a basic defense belt, and a second defense belt. In

comparison with 1936, the depth of the tactical defense increased to 20

kilometers, and the main defense belt to 10 kilometers. Defenses were

deep but still fragmentary, and the absence of continuous trenches

inhibited lateral maneuver and concealed movements and deprived

defenders of defensive cover against enemy artillery fire and air

strikes.13

Soviet force development after 1937 progressed unevenly, reflecting

on the one hand intent to strengthen the armed forces and, on the other

hand, Soviet ambivalence over the value of using large mechanized

formations to solve operational missions. This unevenness was

accentuated by the absence of qualified military theorists who could or

would speak out against what they perceived to be Stalin's views.

Younger officers like Zhukov, Romanenko, Eremenko, Eagramian, and others

did what they could in relative isolation to develop earlier operational

concepts.

Vhile Soviet expansion of the army was still .underway, and rifle

corp and rifle divisions were being strengthened and rearmed, the

Soviets severely truncated their mechanized forces. In November 1939,

after several months of study, the Kulik Comission recomended

disbandment of the four tank corps (renamed tank from mechanized in
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1938) and recommended they be replaced by fifteen smaller motorized

divisions, eight to be formed in 1940 and the remainder during the first

siz months of 1941. Simultaneously, the Soviets created motorized rifle

divisions with a lighter armor complement. On 15 January 1940 the four

tank corps were abolished, and their tanks were used to create new heavy

and light tank brigades designated to work in close coordination with

rifle corps.36

The French Army's debacle of June 1940, which repeated the lesson in

mobile warfare the Germans had taught the world in Poland in September

1939, stunned the Soviet leadership. They subsequently bitterly noted,

*Fascist Germany used the methods of deep operations which we developed

earlier. The. Germans borrowed the achievements of Soviet military-

theoretical thought and with great success used them in the war with

Poland and the West.036 The Soviets responded to the defeat of France

with a hasty program to rebuild a large mechanized force structure.

They began forming large mechanized corps consisting of tank and

.motorized divisions numbering, on paper, 1,031 tanks each. Twenty-nine

corps were to be created by 1942, equipped in part with modern T-34

medlum and KV heavy -tanks, Just then entering production.

Simultaneously, the Soviets created antitank brigades and heavier

artillery units in order to repair the damage done to the force

structure since 1939.37 Ironically, while tank forces were being

emasculated, the formation of air assault units continued unabated. The

number of air assault brigades increased in the late thirties, and in
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1941 the Soviets formed five airborne corps of 10,000 men each,

designated to conduct the vertical dimension of deep operations.

Characteristically, the precise term "deep operations" remained

entombed with the bodies of its creators, signifying the difficulty

Stalin had in returning to the theoretical principles of 1936, at least

in name. In time, Stalin and a new military leadership would return to,

and in large measure perfect, those principles, but it would take the

disasters of war to prompt that return. The creators of deep operations

themselves would not be rehabilitated until the late 1950s.

Vhile claiming that the ensuing war confirmed the correctness of

earlier Soviet theories on the preparation and conduct of front and army

operations, in a masterpiece of understatement the Soviets admit:

Commanders and staffs were not fully familiar with
all of the theories of conducting deep battle and there
were shortfalls in the material base that hindered its
realization. Thus, during the war it was necessary to
reassess and clarify some aspects of preparing and
conducting offensive operations and decide anew many
questions on the conduct of defensive operations on a
strategic and operational scale.*

A former associate of Tukhachesky and a survivor of the purges was more

direct, stating:

The old, experienced military leaders, who created
Soviet military theory and could with high artfulness
put it into practice, were no more and there were
Insufficient numbers of operationally prepared
comanders at the beginning of war. Therefore, the
painful dram played out in the summer of 1941 had a
deep political and strategic maning related to the
Stalin cult of personality. The consequences of that
were inmensely painful. It cost tremendous casualties
and evoked huge losses.**
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Soviet military thought and doctrine of the 1930s forecast the

conditions and requirements for winning the impending World War.

Political decisions, the purges, and the Soviet attempt to restructure

forces in the middle of crisis frustrated effective application of this

thought in the initial period of war. The Soviet people paid in blood

for the time necessary to implement fully this doctrine.
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